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Foreword
Welcome to the fourth issue of DTTL’s “Global Capital Markets Perspective”.
Issuance across most capital market instruments improved in 1H13 over 2H12. The year started on a positive note with
signs of improvement in the U.S. and European economies, record-low interest rates worldwide, and strong investor
confidence, but market volatility and uncertainty resurfaced due to the Federal Reserve's (Fed’s) decision to taper the
Quantitative Easing (QE) program. However, various stimulus packages by central banks across the world—the Fed,
European Central Bank (ECB) and Bank of Japan (BOJ)—ensured abundant liquidity in the market.
The U.S. witnessed an increase in issuance in 1H13 over 2H12 across most instruments which we believe was due to
recovering macroeconomic indicators, postponement of the U.S. fiscal cliff, low interest rates, and impact of the Jumpstart
Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act. However, the Fed’s announcement to taper the stimulus later in 2013 with a possibility
of putting a complete halt to it by mid-2014 appears to have brought back uncertainty to the market toward the end
of 1H13. While the European market appeared cloudy initially given the inconclusive election in Italy and banking crisis
in Cyprus, the region stabilized as improved investor confidence and lower funding costs prompted banks to lend again.
While the emerging markets also saw an increase in issuance as investors were attracted to higher-yielding instruments,
the slowdown in the Chinese economy hindered growth.
Diversification of funding sources remained a resilient theme in 1H13 due to an apparent retrenchment in bank lending.
Alternative investments such as private placements, sukuks, crowdfunding, and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
gained traction among investors.
The capital market is expected to sustain the momentum gathered in 1H13 due to a recovery in the U.S. and European
economies, supported by ample liquidity, strong investor confidence, and a surge in M&A activity. However, lack of firm
decisions by the Fed on QE and debt ceiling; continuing crisis in Eurozone; upcoming regulations such as Basel III, Solvency
II, and Alternate Investment Fund Manager Directive (AIFMD) in Europe; depreciation in exchange rates in emerging
markets; and the slowdown in China, will all likely impact the issuance.
Refinancing and repricing by issuers emerged as a key theme in 1H13, and this trend is expected to continue for the
remainder of the year, as capital markets continue to remain uneven across geographies and asset classes. While
economic reforms have lent some stability to the capital markets, they continue to be complex and dynamic in nature,
making it essential to keep a constant watch on developments in order to gain insight into some of the most important
trends shaping these markets.
Enjoy the read!
Robert Olsen
Partner
National Leader — Corporate Finance
Deloitte Canada
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James Douglas
Partner
Leader — Debt Advisory
Deloitte UK

Timeline of events affecting
capital markets
In 1H13, the global capital markets witnessed an increase in issuance over 2H12 due, apparently, to strong investor
confidence and liquidity in the market. Governments around the world seem to be taking measures to boost growth in
economies through programs to maintain low interest rates and buyback bonds. Despite disruptions at the beginning of
the year—deadlock in Italian elections and the banking crisis in Cyprus—the European region generally remained stable
for most of 1H13. Countries across the globe also implemented regulations aimed at increasing transparency and making
much smoother the process to raise capital.
Exhibit 1: Significant events that impacted capital markets in 1H13

China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) to
re-examine financials for
2012
CSRC officials ordered a
review of 2012 financials for
all IPO candidates in an effort
to weed out unqualified
applicants and enhance the
information disclosure.1

Deadlock in the Italy
elections threaten Eurozone
recovery
Italian politics remained
deadlocked after efforts to
form an alliance between the
center-left bloc, the Democratic
Party, and Beppe Grillo's Five
Star Movement collapsed.3

Cyprus agrees deal on €10B
bailout
Parliament of Cyprus reached
the bailout deal with
international lenders and
also approved key legislation
bringing its cooperative banks
under the direct supervision of
the central bank.5

Apple issues record
US$17B bond offering
The corporate bond sale
was the largest offering on
record by a non-banking
company, to help fund its
plan for extra payouts to
shareholders.7

The U.S. central
bank could taper QE
The Fed could step
down the pace of
QE over the next few
meetings.9

8 January 2013

26 February 2013

25 March 2013

30 April 2013

22 May 2013

13 February 2013

1 March 2013

4 April 2013

2 May 2013

19 June 2013

London Stock Exchange
(LSE) announces new High
Growth Segment (HGS)
The segment is designed
to meet the needs of
fast-growing companies
aspiring to be included in
the Premium segment of the
UKLA’s official list.2

Obama signs sequester
order
The White House passed
an order to begin
automatic budget cuts
across most Federal
departments.4

The Bank of Japan (BOJ)
to pump US$1.4T into
economy
The Japanese Central Bank
announced a monetary
stimulus of US$1.4T to
boost growth and lift
inflation expectations.6

ECB cuts refinancing
rate by 25 basis points
In an attempt to drag
the euro zone out of
recession, policy makers
lowered the main
refinancing rate to 0.5
percent.8

Fed announces road map
for end of stimulus
The Fed announced its plan
to start cutting back its bond
purchasing activity later this
year and likely stop it entirely
by the middle of 2014 if
the economy continues to
improve.10

Market Watch — China CSRC to take hard look at IPO candidates — 8 January 2013
London stock exchange announces new high growth segment — London Stock Exchange Press release — 13 February 2013
3
The Guardian — Eurozone crisis: Deadlock in Italy as Grillo rejects centre-left— 27 February 2013
4
Washington Times — Obama signs sequester order, blames Republicans over budget impasse — 1 March 2013
5
Financial Times — Cyprus agrees deal on €10bn bailout — 25 March 2013
6
Reuters — BOJ to pump $1.4 trillion into economy in unprecedented stimulus — 4 April 2013
7
Forbes — Apple eyes relatively steep curve for record $17B bond offering — 30 April 2013
8
WSJ — ECB Cuts Refinancing Rate To New Record Low — 2 May 2013
9
Market Watch — Bernanke: ‘Step down’ in QE could come soon— 22 May 2013
10
CNN Money — Fed sets road map for end of stimulus — 19 June 2013
1
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Debt market
Corporate bond market

Exhibit 2: Global corporate bond issuance
improved consistently

The global corporate bond market sustained the
1200
momentum gathered in 2H12, as issuance continued to
increase in 1H13 due to persistently low interest rates and
abundant liquidity worldwide (refer to Exhibit 2). These
favorable conditions appear to have led to some of the largest 800
bond issues in history, supported by a seemingly insatiable
investor demand.
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• A recovery in the U.S. economy and low Option-Adjusted
Spreads (OAS) seems to have led to an increase in bond
issuance in the U.S., particularly for Investment Grade
(IG) bonds. While High Yield (HY) bonds also witnessed
an increase in activity in the U.S., issuance was irregular
due to knee-jerk reactions to the Fed’s QE scale-back
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• Europe witnessed a shortage in funding from banks due to higher capital requirements. This pushed issuers to the
corporate bond market, particularly the small and medium-sized enterprises and insurance companies.
• In addition, Europe and Asia Pacific HY bond issuance reached record-high levels in 1H13 due to higher yields in these
regions, which seemed to have attracted investors—particularly from Japan, as the BOJ announced liquidity infusion
measures.
Corporate bond issuance in the U.S. increased by 14 percent in 1H13 over 1H12, reaching US$500B primarily due to
low interest rates, abundant liquidity in the market, and strong investor confidence (refer to Exhibit 3). The year started
on a positive note as postponement of the U.S. fiscal cliff by two months buoyed issuers' confidence amid a low interest
rate environment and an improving U.S. economy. Issuance increased in 1Q13 as issuers rushed to lock in the favorable
rates in anticipation of automatic cuts. Moreover, historically low rates of default on HY bonds spurred investor interest,
resulting in the tightening of HY bond OAS over 1Q13. However, the bond market witnessed an “issuance fatigue” in
March—immediately after “sequestration”—as issuers appeared to have refinanced most of their maturing instruments by
then, leading to a limited supply of corporate bonds.11
While IG bonds remained the preferred mode of debt issuance in 1Q13—due to a low and consistent OAS and perceived
safety of this instrument, the end of the quarter witnessed a spike in HY bond issuance. Household brands tapped the
HY bond market, apparently, to take advantage of the record-low interest rates, supported by yield-hungry investors who
were willing to move down the credit ladder. However, these investors seemed to be only focusing on adding reputed
brands to their portfolios.12
Exhibit 3: 1H13 issuance increased over the previous halves in most geographies
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After a slow March, the bond market witnessed an encouraging start to 2Q13 with Apple raising US$17B of IG on April
30, 2013—one of the largest corporate bond deal in history—at interest rates as low as the highest credit-rated triple-A
firms in the world.13 This issue received strong demand from investors worldwide, boosting the confidence of other
Bloomberg — Corporate Bond Sales Decline in U.S. as Relative Yields Narrow — 8 March 2013
Chicago Tribune — High-yield bonds can't keep up with investor demand — 28 March 2013
13
WSJ — Apple's Record Plunge Into Debt Pool — 30 April 2013
11
12
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issuers—three major blue chip companies entered the market to raise capital in the following week. HY bond issuance also
increased as investors flocked to that instrument in search of yield.
Even though the bond market was shrouded in uncertainty in May—in light of rumors surrounding the QE program—
corporate bond issuance continued to increase. This growth was primarily due to a rush of investors to the bond market
anticipating spike in interest rates in the short term. On May 22, 2013, the Fed announced it would defer decision to
curtail its bond-buying program to later in the year—contingent on the recovery in economic and employment data. This
led to a spike in the U.S. treasury yields thereby triggering a rise in IG and HY OASs (refer to Exhibit 4). This increase in
yield coupled with expectations of a scale back in the QE program and traditionally slow issuance during summer months
brought corporate bond issuance to a crawling pace in early June. Then at its 18-19 June meeting, the Fed announced its
intention to cut back stimulus later in 2013 with a possibility of putting a complete halt to QE by mid-2014, provided the
economy continues to strengthen and the U.S. unemployment rate falls to 7 percent.14
Exhibit 4: U.S. corporate bond (OAS) index for IG and HY bonds tightened
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The likely effect of QE tappering is expected to lead to an
increase in interest rates, prompting investors to expose
themselves to default risk rather than duration risk.
Therefore, the outlook for the HY bond market seems
favorable as they have a shorter maturity, which makes
them less sensitive to interest rate fluctuations. In addition,
the bond market witnessed a divergence in demand as
large corporate pension funds, insurance companies, and
other institutional buyers preferred long-duration IG bonds,
due to the attractiveness of the long end of the corporate
bond yield curve. Moreover, IG issuers were able to match
supply with demand by increasing sales of their long-term
debt as rates remained low, in comparison to historical
numbers.15 All in all, bond market is expected to perform
well in 2H13, given the record issuance of US$49B by
Verizon,16 and the Fed’s decision to continue the US$85B
monthly bond buying17 and a temporary resolution to the
debt cieling.
European corporate bond issuance in 1H13 increased
over both 1H12 and 2H12, reaching US$492B, as
substitution of bank lending with corporate bonds

remained a prominent theme (refer to Exhibit 3). Bank
deleveraging—due to higher capital requirements
and a more value-focused client relationship model—
appears to be pushing banks to focus on a core group
of clients.18 This limitation in funding from banks has
pushed issuers to the corporate bond market. Small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), in particular, continue
to face difficulty in securing reasonably priced credit in
such an environment, prompting them to tap into the
HY bond market.19 Moreover, insurance companies are
also demanding HY bonds to diversify their portfolios, in
compliance with the European Union’s (EU) forthcoming
Solvency II directive, in addition to taking advantage of the
attractive yields. These factors drove HY bond issuance up
to US$79B in 1H13—over double the amount issued in
1H12 and 2H12.
Demand for corporate bonds, particularly IG bonds,
remained strong in 1Q13 as investors sought safety amid
economic and financial instability in the region. Bonds
in core countries were favored by investors as these
countries were considered safer and less prone to default,

CNN Money — Fed sets road map for end of stimulus — 19 June 2013
Market Watch — Some big bond buyers are actually loading up on duration — 19 August 2013
16
WSJ — Verizon Sells a Record $49 Billion Worth of Bonds — 11 September 2013
17
Bloomberg — Fed Refrains From QE Taper, Keeps Bond Buying at $85 Bln — 19 September 2013
18
Reuters — COMMENT: Mid-market revolution coming to Europe — 3 April 2013
19
CFO Insight — S&P: Europe’s Mid-Market Pursues New Funding Sources — 29 May 2013
14
15
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while issuance in peripheral countries remained weak as
investors became cautious due to concerns of a probable
spillover of the banking crisis in Cyprus.20
Corporate bond issuance accelerated in 2Q13 as demand
from Japanese investors increased and the ECB cut its
refinancing rate. The BOJ announced its decision, on April
4, to infuse US$1.4T worth of capital in the economy
in an attempt to restore its health, thereby leading to
record-low yields on domestic government bonds. This
move appears to have prompted Japanese investors to turn
to the European bond markets, particularly HY peripheral
bonds, due to higher yields than elsewhere and lower
impact of the tapering of QE by the U.S. Fed, as compared
with core countries.21 Corporate bond issuance in Europe
was further boosted by a cut in refinancing rate by the
ECB in May 2013, from 0.75 percent to 0.50 percent, to
increase liquidity and vigor growth in the region. However,
the impact of the instability in the Italian government22,
following the tax-fraud conviction of former Prime Minister
Silvio Berlusconi in August23, and inconclusive German
federal elections in September 201324 will likely shape the
market in remainder of the year.
Emerging markets witnessed a rise in corporate bond
issuance over both 1H12 and 2H12, reaching US$118B in
1H13, with all the growth in the HY bond segment (refer
to Exhibit 3). This segment witnessed almost double the
issuance in 1H13 as compared to 1H12 or 2H12, due
to low interest rates in the U.S. and Europe, and ample
liquidity in the market due to central bank actions of
various countries.
• In Asia Pacific, HY bond issuance was high as investor
risk appetite increased and the need for higher yield
was met, supported by low default rates25 despite
concerns about provocation in North Korean and a
slowdown in the Chinese economy. Property companies
in China drove issuance in the HY bond market in
2013—January issuance was equivalent to the whole
of 2012—due to low funding costs and demand from
yield-hungry investors.26 However, this trend reversed

toward the end of 2Q13 due to the liquidity crunch
in China, which is likely to hurt borrowing costs
and dim the outlook for property sales. Moreover,
the Chinese government is also seeking to tighten
control on property lending due to fears of a property
bubble.27 Anticipation of an interest rate rise, due to
announcement of a scale back in QE by the U.S., likely
led to a pause in bond issuance in the region. Issuing
bond became expensive as ample liquidity with Asian
banks led issuers to tap the loan market instead.
• While Latin American bond issuance started the year
at a fast pace, issuance slowed as 1H13 progressed—
Brazil and Peru remained the most active regions in
terms of issuance. Brazil’s state oil company issued
bonds worth US$11B in April—the largest emerging
market bond issue to date.28 Brazil also remained an
attractive destination for international issuers due to
higher yield and lower risk associated with the region.
Peruvian corporate bond issuance remained resilient
due to accelerated growth in the country, consolidation
in the corporate sector, and low borrowing cost.29
• South Africa, one of the primary corporate bond
markets in the African continent, witnessed a surge
in IG issuance, as banks in the region implemented
Basel III regulations, making it difficult for corporates
to obtain loans.30 Moreover, abundant liquidity
worldwide and low interest rates in the U.S. and Europe
also supported the rise in issuance. The pipeline also
remained strong through 1H13 as reputed brands were
able to generate high demand and are likely to raise
debt at record-low rates.
An imminent concern for emerging market bonds is the
deprecation of the currencies in these nations due to the
tightening of monetary policies in the U.S. This is likely to
lead to corporate defaults if earnings become insufficient
for paying dollar-denominated debt.31

CFO Insight — Investment Banker Marks: Investors Won't Test Eurozone — 2 May 2013
CNBC— Japan's foreign bond binge hits three-year high — 15 August 2013
22
Reuters— Political instability clouds Italy's recovery outlook — Bank of Italy — 21 July 2013
23
Bloomberg — Berlusconi Tax-Fraud Conviction Sets Up Showdown in Senate — 2 August 2013
24
Yahoo Finance — Europe close: Stocks lower on inconclusive German election — 23 September 2013
25
Bloomberg — Asian Corporate Bond Defaults to Stay Low, Moody’s Says — 27 February 2013
26
CNBC — Bond Frenzy Stokes Bubble Fears in China's Real Estate — 6 February 2013
27
Dealbook — As the Pace of China’s Junk Bond Sales Grows, So Do Worries — 28 March 2013
28
Emerging Markets — New record hit in emerging market bond issuance — 17 May 2013
29
Emerging Markets — LatAm debt falls, drags down emerging market volumes — 2 April 2013
30
Africaam Magazine — SA bond market: open for business — 11 July 2013
31
Reuters — Analysis: After emerging corporate bond boom, default risks on rise — 12 June 2013
20
21
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Corporate loan market
Global IG loan issuance doubled in 1H13 over 2H12 as a recovery in the global economy and abundant liquidity worldwide
seems to have forced cash-rich banks to deploy their capital (refer to Exhibit 5).
• The U.S. and Europe witnessed a surge in the refinancing volumes as issuers took advantage of the “window of
opportunity” available to extend their maturities at favorable rates.
• Asia Pacific, loan issuance appears to have suffered as bonds remained the preferred instrument to raise debt. However
jumbo loans saw a revival toward the end of 1H13 due to a rise in M&A and return of European banks to the market and
an anticipated rise in interest rates.
IG corporate lending in the U.S. doubled in 1H13 over 2H12 primarily due to opportunistic refinancing by issuers as they
capitalized on the favorable conditions to Amend and Extend (A&E) their maturities (refer to Exhibit 5). 1Q13, particularly,
witnessed issuers extending their maturities, given relatively flat pricing of the instrument and low cost of loan execution.
This low pricing is a result of issuers moving away from the Market Based Pricing (MBP) grid to the traditional pricing matrix
in a return to the pre-2008 mechanics. Moreover, bridge loans have been favored by issuers due to their easier and smoother
execution process.32 Corporate loan issuance increased in 2Q13 over 1Q13 as investors rushed to tap the floating rate loan
market due to an anticipated rise in interest rate. Further, as floating rate loans reset frequently, investors preferred the
instrument in order to hedge against the duration risk.33 Analysts are expecting an increase in IG lending, apparently, due to a
shift from bonds to loans and increase in M&A activity, in light of an improving U.S. economy and realistic valuations.
Exhibit 5: Global IG loan market witnessed double the issuance
in 1H13 compared with 2H12
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European IG lending almost doubled in 1H13 over 2H12 as issuers were seen taking advantage of the “window of
opportunity” available to refinance their 2014 and 2015 maturities (refer to Exhibit 5). In 1Q13, particularly, issuers were able
to secure funding at cheaper rates in the core countries when compared to peripheral countries,34 as concerns about Italy’s
inconclusive election and Cyprus’s bailout kept investors at bay. Issuance surged in 2Q13 as issuers rushed to finance debt
available due to the perceived stability and recovery in the region, and concerns around the start of QE tapering in the U.S.
Another factor contributing to this rush was a bid to lock in the favorable interest rates before the European holiday season.35
However, this increase in loan demand is expected to inflate the loan prices due to supply restrictions resulting from the Basel
III guidance.36

Emerging Markets — New record hit in emerging market bond issuance — 17 May 2013
Emerging Markets — LatAm debt falls, drags down emerging market volumes — 2 April 2013
30
Africaam Magazine — SA bond market: open for business — 11 July 2013
31
Reuters — Analysis: After emerging corporate bond boom, default risks on rise — 12 June 2013
32
US Bancorp — Debt Market Snapshot — 9 April 2013
33
IShare — Fearing a Rate Rise? Consider Floating Rate Notes — 12 March 2013
34
Financial Time — Eurozone core cashes in on cheap borrowing — 17 February 2013
35
Reuters — RLPC-European borrowers look to refinance loans early — 17 June 2013
36
Financial Time — Eurozone banks need to shed €3.2tn in assets to meet Basel III — 11 August 2013
28
29
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As opposed to the global trend, Asia Pacific IG lending declined by 18 percent in 1H13 over 2H12 as bonds seemed to
remain a preferred means of financing (refer to Exhibit 5). The market could not sustain the momentum gathered in 4Q12
and issuance declined by 44 percent in 1Q13 over 4Q12 as issuers were attracted to the lower coupons and longer tenor
offered by the bond market. While the issuance declined, the end of the first quarter saw many big loans coming forward
to tap the market. This revival in jumbo loans was due to a surge in M&A in the region and return of the European banks
to the market.37 The European banks—which had been deleveraging in the past to prepare for the upcoming Basel III
guidance—once again started lending in the region due to an improved confidence in the Eurozone and a subsequent
decline in the funding costs for the banks. 2Q13 witnessed an increase in the issuance over 1Q13 as excess cash on the
balance sheet of banks in the region fueled competition for business.38 While analysts were expecting investor preference
to shift from bonds to loans in 2H13, the Fed’s decision to keep the QE for now (as at September 2013) subdued these
expectations.
IG lending in Africa and the Middle East increased 22 percent in 1H13 over 2H12; however, most of the issuance came
toward the end of 1H13 (refer to Exhibit 5). IG lending in the Middle East surged primarliy due to a rise in M&A activity
and a strengthening financial sector. The UAE, being the most targeted and the most acquisitive country in the Middle
East in 1H13, remained the most active country in the region, driving up demand for the asset class.39 However, lending
remained subdued in Africa—particularly South Africa—due to uncertainty around labor issues in the region. As a result,
corporates slowed down their corporate activities, pulling down the need for financing.40
Global leveraged loan issuance witnessed a record issuance in 1H13, reaching US$422B—over 1.5 times 1H12 and
2H12 due to an apparent surge in refinancing, repricing, and recapitalization volumes amid a stable macroeconomic
environment (refer to Exhibit 6).
• Issuers in the U.S. were seen shifting their preference from bonds to loans, in anticipation of a rise in interest rates due
to the Fed’s announcement about curtailing the bond-buying program. Covenant-lite loans and dividend-related loans
remained popular with the issuers, with Private Equity (PE) players dominating the space.
• The European issuers were again seen tapping the more liquid U.S. market to refinance their mature loans, given
concerns around Cyprus and subdued M&A activity.
• Asia Pacific witnessed a surge in the issuance primarily due to an increase in acquisition and buyout financing,
predominantly by the Australian, Japanese, and Chinese economies.
Exhibit 6: Global leveraged loan market witnessed a surge in issuance
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WSJ — Market Revives for Jumbo Corporate Loans — 26 March 2013
WSJ — Loans Make A Comeback As Bonds Fade in Asia — 27 June 2013
39
TradeArabia — Mideast debt issuance surges 40pc to $26bn — 16 July 2013
40
Money Web — Corporates cautious to issue debt — 11 July 2013
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U.S. leveraged lending was at a five-year high in 1H13—issuance reached US$353B—due to an apparent surge in the
refinancing and repricing volumes, given the low interest environment and abundant liquidity in the market (refer to
Exhibit 6). The year started on a strong note due to sound fundamentals and a calm macroeconomic environment—
covenant-lite loans accounted for more than half the loan volume in 1Q13, given fewer restrictions on the debt-service
capabilities of the issuer. Sustaining the momentum gathered in 2H12, dividend-related loan volume reached US$16.8B
in 1Q13. PE firms remained the dominant players in this space—accounting for 80 percent of the recapitalization volume
in 1Q13—to monetize gains and create distributions for Limited Partners (LP) while reloading leverage on their top
performing assets.41
2Q13 saw a marginal decline in the loan issuance compared with 1Q13 due to a decrease in the A&E volumes and muted
M&A activity. However, issuance witnessed a boost from refinancing volume, wherein issuers shifted their preference
from bonds to loans due to a low-yield environment and attractive fundamentals—additionally, refinancing with loans
also gives issuers maximum flexibility to prepay with cash-flow generation.42 Moreover, wider spread and shorter duration
of second-lien loans generated a huge demand for the instrument, which witnessed record issuance of US$10.6B in the
quarter.43 June saw a pullback in the opportunistic deal flow due to the Fed’s announcement about tapering its bondbuying program starting later this year, which added a significant degree of uncertainty to the capital markets. Average
new-issue clearing yield also rose to a six-month high of 5.4 percent in June, from 4.8 percent in May (refer to Exhibit 7).
Analysts foresee the market will likely be driven by M&A activity in the near future44 amid high default rates and subdued
A&E activity (refer to Exhibit 8).
Exhibit 7: Average new-issue clearing yield of loans tightened
in 1H13 given the issuer-friendly environment

Exhibit 8: U.S. Default rate rises
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European leveraged lending witnessed record issuance
in 1H13—reaching US$52B—bolstered by an increase
in refinancing activity (refer to Exhibit 6). Despite the
absence of Leveraged Buy-out (LBO) activity, concerns
around Cyprus, and subdued M&A activity, refinancing,
recapitalizations, and amendments, driven by sound
fundamentals, pushed the issuance levels up in 1Q13. The
market saw high demand from institutional investors as the
Weighted Average Institutional Spread (WAIS) narrowed
by 29 bps to E+441 through 1Q13.45 However, toward the
end of 1Q13, the market saw European issuers heading
to the U.S. market due to higher liquidity and availability
of additional features through covenant-lite loans, such as
call protection and London InterBank Offered Rates (LIBOR)
floors.46

Refinancing remained a resilient theme in 2Q13, as issuers
addressed their concerns around maturities. Moreover, a
revival in Collateralized Loan Obligations (CLO) demand
due to expiring reinvestment period and further tightening
of the WAIS to E+405 helped sustain the loan demand.
The quarter also witnessed issuance of two mega-sized
buyouts, which set a post-credit crunch record, leading to
a spike in the issuance levels—these LBOs generated €6.4B
of senior loan volume in 2Q13, the highest since 3Q08.47
The market is likely to perform well in light of acquisition
and buyout financing owing to the growing confidence in
the Eurozone and concerns of a rise in interest rates.

S&P LCD — Leveraged loan volume nears record in 1Q amid refinancing frenzy — 28 March 2013
Standard & Poor’s LCD — Two-way street: Loan-for-bond takeouts rise to record level in 2013 — 29 May 2013
43
Standard & Poor’s LCD — 2Q Leveraged Loan Market Review: Volume booms before late-June swoon — 28 June 2013
44
Standard & Poor’s LCD — Sub-par summer: Loan break prices cool to 7-month low in June — 2 July 2013
45
Standard & Poor’s LCD — USD Global Leveraged Lending Report — 2Q13
46
Standard & Poor’s LCD — (EUR) Europe steps up to U.S. loan challenge in fight for supply — 5 June 2013
47
Forbes — Europe: Spotlight Shifts In Leveraged Finance World As HY Market Grows — 3 June 2013
41
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Asia Pacific leveraged lending more than tripled in 1H13 over 2H12, reaching US$17B primarily due to an increase in M&A
activity in the region (refer to Exhibit 6). The year started on a positive note as the activity resumed after a dismal 2H12
due to a rise in acquisition and buyout financing—Australian, Japanese, and Chinese buyouts dominated the space.48 In
addition, improved investor confidence, attractive asset valuations, an increase in interest from PE players, and a strong
cash position on corporate balance sheets, all contributed to the rise in issuance. However, a sharp depreciation was seen
in exchange rates of many emerging markets, as investors pooled out their money, following the QE announcement.49

U.S. CLO issuance totaled US$42B in 1H13, a five-year
high, driven primarily by investors’ search for yield and
a decline in the liability cost (refer to Exhibit 9). Another
factor pushing up the issuance levels was an increase in
the depth of managers’ ability to tap the market—80
managers issued the vehicle in 1Q13 compared with
72 in the whole of 2012. A sense of urgency was also
noted among issuers in 1Q13 to tap the market before
the enforcement of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) rule on April 1, 2013. The rule
mandates banks to apply higher capital requirements to
AAA CLO paper, based on the bank’s assets. April saw
a brief pause in issuance due to implementation of this
rule as banks were hesitant to buy the paper—this rule
also pushed up the spreads for tranches for which banks
are the primary buyers. A subsequent rise in the funding
cost of each vehicle and shortage of the collateral supply
were among other factors contributing to the slow and
tough execution of CLO.50
The European CLO market saw a revival, with issuance
reaching US$3B in 1H13, due to higher yield provided

S&P LCD — CLO issuance slows in 2Q as collateral, arbitrage concerns weigh — 15 May 2013
IFR Asia — Asian lev fin set for liftoff — 13 April 2013
50
S&P LCD — CLO issuance slows in 2Q as collateral, arbitrage concerns weigh — 15 May 2013
51
Standard & Poor’s LCD — (EUR) CLO revival threatened as EBA tightens retention rule — 23 May 2013
48
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Exhibit 9: CLO issuance revived
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by the instrument, a decline in the cost of funding,
and use of third parties to meet the risk retention
requirements—four vehicles were priced in 1H13 (refer
to Exhibit 9). However, on May 23, 2013, the European
Banking Association released a consultation paper that is
expected to have significant implications on the nascent
CLO market as it appears to remove the possibility of
using a third party to provide and retain the 5 percent
equity requirement.51

Equity market
Global IPO proceeds in 1H13 increased over 2H12 and 1H12 as the global economy appeared to be in recovery mode.
However, the continuing slowdown in China and the prevailing uncertainty in Europe seems to have prevented the market
from making a complete recovery—IPO proceeds in 1H13 were unable to reach the highs achieved in 1H11.
• The U.S. was the bright spot for IPOs through 1H13 as the domestic economy recovered and the secondary market
also seemed to be on the path to recovery.
• While Asia Pacific IPOs began on a dull note this year, activity picked up in 2Q13, overtaking the U.S. in terms of
proceeds, despite the lack of large IPOs on Chinese exchanges.
• Global IPO proceeds in 1H13 managed to outperform 1H12 in terms of proceeds despite a consistent decline in the
number of offerings as there were few mega deals, particularly in 2Q13 (refer to Exhibit 10).
Exhibit 10: Global IPO markets see highest proceeds since 1H11, with 2Q13 outperforming
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U.S. exchanges were the most active in 1H13—
approximately 38 percent of the global IPO activity was
concentrated on the NASDAQ and NYSE exchanges—as
the U.S. economy recovered (refer to Exhibit 11). Asia
Pacific exchanges maintained their second position despite
the closing of China’s A-share market as Japan, Singapore,
and Thailand witnessed a spike in issuance, particularly in
the REITs segment. The LSE dominated issuance in Europe,
supported by the launch of a HGS which is expected to
lure technology firms with high growth potential to list
their shares on LSE with a free float as low as 10 percent
compared with 25 percent earlier.52 Bovespa—the Brazilian
exchange—was the second largest exchange in 1H13,
with two large IPOs dominating the market of which one
was the world’s biggest 2013 IPO—BB Seguridade.53
The United States was the largest IPO market in 1H13
(refer to Exhibit 12), sustaining the momentum gained
at the end of 2012 (Excluding Facebook IPO in May
2012). While IPO proceeds in 1H13 remained stable in
comparison to 2H12, the number of offerings increased
significantly. This increase in IPOs may be attributable to
a larger number of Emerging Growth Companies (EGCs)
going public, facilitated by the JOBS Act. Biotechnology
companies in particular have raised IPOs through this

52
53

Exhibit 11: U.S. exchanges lead, while Tokyo,
Singapore, and Thailand keep Asian markets stable, 1H13
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Note: Global statistics include IPOs with a deal size
of at least US$100M and exclude closed-end funds
and special purpose acquisition companies (SPACs).

Wired — London Stock Exchange lures tech firms with launch of High Growth Segment — 13 February 2013
Bloomberg — BB Seguridade Raises $4.25 Billion in World’s Biggest 2013 IPO — 26 April 2013
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route—approximately 30 since the passage of the JOBS Act—as capital available from Venture Capital (VC) investors
decreased. Moreover, most of these biotechnology IPOs were VC exits. These companies benefited substantially from the
“testing-the-waters” provision of the act that allows company leadership to meet qualified institutional investors after
filing an S-1 to gain insights when preparing for an IPO.54
Exhibit 12: The U.S. accounted for the highest IPO proceeds in 1H13
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IPO activity improved in 1H13 over 1H12 (excluding Facebook’s IPO in May 2012) as previously postponed offerings
came to market amid optimism around the country’s economic recovery and an increase in investor demand for highyielding assets. Strong and consistent after-market performance (refer to Exhibit 13)—average IPO returns in 2Q13
increased to 21 percent from 10 percent in 2Q12—also contributed to an increase in issuer and investor confidence,
thereby boosting offerings. The year started on a positive note with low volatility as new money appears to have
rushed into the market. However, the volatility index started to climb after the Fed’s announcement to taper QE and
BOJ’s refrainment from taking any new measures to stimulate growth and ease market volatility, thereby disappointing
investors’ expectations55 (refer to Exhibit 14).
Exhibit 13: FTSE Renaissance Global IPO Index
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The financial sector dominated IPOs in 1H13 as private builders, housing brokerages, and REITs went public in light of an
improvement in housing statistics since the bubble of 2007. Healthcare, consumer business, and technology were among
other sectors that witnessed moderate to high IPO activity in 1H13. This spread of offerings across multiple sectors is
being perceived as a sign of improving market fundamentals which is likely to drive IPOs in the rest of 2013. Many PE- and
VC-backed IPOs also came to the fore in 1H13 as these investors appeared to take advantage of the seemingly positive
market sentiment to realize their aging backlog of portfolio investments.56
As confidence about the economic recovery increased toward the end of 1H12, IPO market expectation for the rest of
2013 gathered pace as all the factors that contributed to an increase in IPO activity in 1H13 were expected to continue
through the rest of 2013. Moreover, the U.S. exchanges also expected the return of foreign companies from China and
Japan. The only factor that appears to be a hurdle in U.S. IPO recovery is the delay in the implementation of “equity-based
crowdfunding” provisions of the JOBS Act.57

Life Sci Vc — What’s Behind The Booming Biotech IPO Market — 23 September 2013
Reuters — Private equity tests market with CDW IPO — 14 June 2013
56
Forbes — Happy First Birthday JOBS Act — 16 March 2013
57
Forbes — Happy First Birthday JOBS Act — 16 March 2013
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European IPO proceeds doubled in 1H13 from 1H12
(refer to Exhibit 12), as the market appeared supportive in
light of the ECB’s unlimited bond-buying announcement
(September 2012). PE firms also appeared to take
advantage of this “window of opportunity” to list some of
their portfolio companies. The LSE continued to dominate
IPO activity in the region, spurred by the introduction of
the HGS that encourages high-growth companies in the
European Economic Area (EEA)—market capitalization
between £300M and £600M—to list on the exchange,
giving them an alternative to listing on U.S. exchanges or
taking the PE route.58
While 1H13 IPO proceeds increased in comparison with
1H12, activity remained flat over 2H12 indicating that the
European IPO market may not have recovered after all.
IPOs in Europe are expected to slow down in the rest of
2013 as market volatility returned toward the end of 1H13
in light of central bank tightening, the Fed’s decision to
wind down QE, and concerns over the Chinese economy.
Moreover, speculation around the implementation of the
Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) is also likely to stall IPO
activity in the region. The expected privatization of a stateowned company in the UK may provide a cushion to the
IPO markets in the region.59
Asia Pacific IPO activity declined by 21 percent in 1H13
(refer to Exhibit 12) over 2H12 primarily due to the
decline in issuance in China—the largest IPO market in
the region. Stock exchanges in China witnessed a dull
1H13 as the China A-share market remained closed while
authorities attempted to streamline the listing process.60
Moreover, the liquidity crunch in China toward the end of
1H13, in addition to the continued economic slowdown
in the country kept new offerings at bay. India also
witnessed a lull in IPO activity as foreign institutions and
domestic investors remained selective in light of recent
underperforming IPOs and a devalued currency.

investor preference for HY instruments drove issuance of
REITs in these countries.61 The Philippines and India were
unable to cash in on this development due to tax and
regulatory issues.
The Fed’s announcement, in June 2013, to scale back
QE is likely to dampen the IPO outlook for the region
as investors repatriate their funds to the recovering U.S.
market. Moreover, the Fed’s decision could also impact
demand for REITs that have been a saving grace for the
region in 1H13, as the increase in interest rates is likely
to pull down dividend yield, making the instrument
unattractive to investors. However, IPO activity will likely
improve in the region in the remainder of 2013 as China
is expected to see a flood of IPOs—more than 700 listings
are in the pipeline as of July 2013—on the opening of the
A-share market.
IPO activity in the Middle East and Africa appeared to be
stable in 1H13 in comparison with 1H12, and increased
significantly over 2H12 (refer to Exhibit 12). However,
this increase in proceeds was due to a single listing at the
beginning of the year—a telecom company on the Iraq
exchange. While analysts hoped that the Iraq exchange
would be able to attract more companies to go public, the
rest of 1H13 did not see any significant listings.62
Despite signs of recovery in local markets, such as Dubai
and an improvement in oil prices, the IPO environment
in this region continues to be subdued primarily due to
volatility in global equity markets and political instability
in the region. Lack of liquidity in certain Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries and stricter regulatory scrutiny of
companies with listing plans also contributed to the lull in
IPO activity. Companies from this region are also likely to
prefer listing on foreign exchanges to gain access to an
international investor base, leading regulatory standards,
and an international profile.

Despite a lackluster 1H13, IPO activity in the region picked
up pace in 2Q13 over 1Q13—with Asia Pacific leading
all regions—as the market picked up for REITs in Japan,
Singapore, and Thailand. Low interest rates, an upbeat
property sector, a favorable regulatory environment, and

Farrer&Co — LSE to launch 'High Growth Segment' market next month — March 2013
BBC — Financial transaction tax tabled by European Commission — 14 February 2013
60
Renaissance Capital — Global IPO Market Bolstered by Large Deals — 27 June 2013
61
IFR Asia — Thailand leads as REIT race heats up — 27 July 2013
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Iraq Directory — MIDDLE EAST IPO MARKET IMPROVING — 11 April 2013
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Private equity
Global PE fundraising in 1H13 surpassed earlier levels as activity improved in the U.S. and Europe, due to a rise in megasized funds.
• While activity in the U.S. picked up due to an improving economy and stock market recovery, European PE funds
cashed in on the large volume of distressed assets appearing on the market in Ireland, Spain, and the UK, particularly in
the real estate sector.
• Asia Pacific was the only region that disappointed in terms of capital raised in 1H13—declining 33 percent over
1H12—due to a continued slowdown in the Chinese economy and sluggish IPO markets.
• Globally, PE fundraising is expected to be at its highest level since the financial crisis as LPs apparently flocked to invest
in U.S. based PE funds.
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Exhibit 15: Global PE firms raise highest capital since 1H11, with 2Q13 outperforming
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PE fundraising in the U.S. increased in 1H13 over 1H12 and 2H12 as the number of “mega-sized” funds reached record
levels—five in 1H13 in comparison to six such funds raised from 2010 to 2012—due to renewed demand from LPs (refer
to Exhibit 16).63 The year started on an optimistic note as the results of the U.S. presidential election brought about clarity
on regulations and taxation issues. Aging dry powder, an inventory of portfolio companies, and readily available debt
financing also presented an upbeat outlook for PE funds. However, 1Q13 failed to deliver—with a shortage of deals in
February and March—as investors rushed to close deals in December and January due to tax considerations.64
Exhibit 16: The U.S. and Europe witnessed a surge in fundraising activity in 1H13
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2Q13, on the other hand, was a different story altogether as strong equity market performance led to the “reverse
denominator effect”.65 This effect has enabled LPs to commit more funds to PE without disturbing the balance of their
portfolios. However, this increased appetite was only for funds of those General Partners (GPs) that have a proven track
record of outperformance, making it difficult for small GPs to raise funds. This led to a trending of PE fund sizes to the
middle as some large funds failed to meet their targets and appetite for smaller funds declined.66

Pitchbook — 3Q 2013 Private Equity Breakdown Report
Pitchbook — 2Q 2013 Private Equity Breakdown Report
65
Reverse denominator effect — When the equity component of an LP’s portfolio is performing well, the rest of the portfolio rises with it, decreasing the percentage of PE relative to the
overall portfolio and potentially under-allocating the institution to the asset class.
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PE firms appear to have taken advantage of the recent
surge in leverage financing in the U.S., by adding debt
to the balance sheets of their portfolio companies with
the aim of paying dividends and returning funds to their
investors in 1H13.67 However, anticipation over the likely
pull-back in QE led to an increase in the price of debt,
making it difficult for PE players to raise funds.
PE fundraising in the U.S. is expected to continue at this
pace through the rest of 2013, primarily due to renewed
LP interest in the instrument as the economy and broader
equity markets recover. Analysts are predicting 2013 to be
the best year for fundraising since the crisis.68
Aggregate capital raised in the European market increased
in 1H13 over 1H12 and 2H12 while the number of
funds declined as mega buyout funds gained traction
since the start of the year (refer to Exhibit 16). However,
the returns on these funds were lower in comparison
to mid-market funds.69 Ireland and Spain continued to
attract international investors, particularly from the U.S.,
as the Eurozone crisis brought many banking and financial
assets—that were on the verge of restructuring—to these
markets at “reasonable” prices. PE firms are looking at
Spanish companies in particular to use them as an entry
strategy into Latin America. The European real estate
sector also witnessed a spike in PE activity as many
distressed property sales came to the market in 1H13
through “bad banks”, particularly in the UK.70
Despite few countries performing well in 1H13, the overall
outlook for PE funds in Europe appears cloudy for the
rest of the year as investor frustration mounts over large
volumes of dry powder in the region and an increase in
secondary market transactions. Since many funds are
nearing the end of their investment periods, investors are
concerned about their money being “spent” rather than
“invested”, making them reluctant to commit new funds.
Moreover, approximately two-thirds of exits since the start
of the year have been in the secondary market as PE firms
struggled to find attractive investment opportunities and
put the dry powder to use.71
New regulations are also impacting PE fundraising in the
region:

• AIFMD requires fund managers to comply with
risk management, depository, and compensation
requirements over a short time frame
• Solvency II could penalize insurers investing in riskier
assets such as PE funds72
However, cautious optimism prevails for the rest of the
year due to a recovery in the IPO and M&A market in the
region, which is expected to facilitate exits in the region
and thereby boost investor confidence.
Asia Pacific was the only region to witness a decline in PE
activity in 1H13 over 1H12 as the slowdown in the Chinese
economy continued and a sluggish IPO market prevailed
(refer to Exhibit 16). A difficult exit environment also kept
new funds at bay as investors appeared to be waiting for
PE firms to return capital that had already been invested,
before committing new funds. Japan and Indonesia
stabilized PE fundraising in the region as growing local
economies attracted both domestic and international PE
players.
In China, PE firms have predominantly exited their
investments through the IPO route in the past. However,
the shutdown of the country’s A-share market brought
IPOs to a halt in the region, thereby dampening investor
confidence in PE funds. The internal struggle between
CSRC and the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) over who will be the principal
regulator of the PE industry in the country, also cast a
shadow over their performance in 1H13.73 However, in
an attempt to bring stability and certainty to the market,
the State Commission Office for Public Sector Reform
of China (SCOPSR) announced in June that CSRC will be
responsible for the administration of PE funds in China,
while the NDRC will be responsible for the formulation
of policies that promote the industry. China also began
relaxing its fundraising rules in 1Q13 by allowing PE firms
operating in Shenzhen's Qianhai region—designated
as the testing region for free currency movements—to
raise yuan-denominated funds from Hong Kong for
investment in the mainland.74 In addition to this, PE firms
also explored alternative exit routes such as M&As, leading
to an increase in capital raised in 2Q13 over 1Q13.75

• Basel III implementation is likely to affect the ability to
finance deals

PEHUB — Yankee Candle’s Pulled Dividend Deal Shows Market Turning — 13 June 2013
PEHUB — Triago: Global Fundraising on Pace to Hit $356B in 2013, Best Since 2008 — 30 July 2013
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Chicago Tribune — Big not always beautiful for European private equity — 15 March 2013
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WSJ — China’s Governing Bodies NDRC, CSRC Tussle Over Private
Equity — 28 March 2013
74
Capital.gr — China Relaxes Private Equity Fundraising Rules —
25 March 2013
73

PE firms in China seemed to turn their attention to “mainland entrepreneurs” from mid-sized private companies as the
latter continued to seek valuations dating back to 2010 when the nation was witnessing double-digit growth. “Mainland
entrepreneurs”, on the other hand, appear to be overcoming their inhibitions of selling their businesses to PE players and
are seeking experienced managers to help them cope with slowing economic growth.76
Japan’s PE industry also appears to be on an upward trajectory spurred by the recently announced stimulus plan in the
country and a strong pipeline of management buyouts and family-owned companies that are up for sale.77 Moreover,
financial institutions also appear to be seeking PE funds due to excess cash on their balance sheets and high volatility
in sovereign bonds. Investor interest also seems to be rising in Indonesia due to a growing economy, political stability,
and a burgeoning middle class. However, the country appears to be pulled back by conflicting regulations, a history of
corruption, and the fact that most businesses are run and controlled by a few families—keeping the deal size small.78
All in all, the growth of the PE market in Asia Pacific is dependent on the recovery of its largest market—China.
Regional Spotlight: Mexico
PE activity in Mexico appears to be on the rise
supported by a new “business-friendly” government
and progressive regulations that attempt to boost
investments in the country. Total Assets under
Management (AUM) in the country reached US$15B in
2013 compared to US$132M in 2000—post the Latin
American financial crisis of the mid-to-late nineties. The
Mexican Association of PE and VC Funds (Amexcap),
expects this number to reach US$45B by 2018, as a
strong currency, a low deficit, a favorable trade balance,
and low inflation attract international investors to the
country.79 Positive macroeconomic indicators, financial
stability, and a strong peso versus the dollar—due to
monetary easing across the globe—have also added to
Mexico’s attractiveness as an investment destination.
The development of a favorable regulatory framework
has contributed significantly to the development of the
PE industry in Mexico. Even though these regulations
have been enacted over the last five to eight years, their
impact is now being felt on the Mexican PE industry:
• Creation of sociedad anónima promotora de
inversión (SAPI)—a new form of business entity
or corporate vehicle—facilitates the formation of
joint ventures by expanding the class of “permitted
investors” and their rights in addition to enabling the
execution of shareholders agreements
• Creation of a legal framework for two new types of
securities:

–– Certificado de capital de desarrollo(CKD) that
creates publicly-funded PE funds in which all
types of investors, Mexican or foreign, are allowed
to invest
–– Fideicomisos de infraestructura y Bienes Raíces
(FIBRA), a real estate trust, that attracts investment
in the commercial real estate and hospitality
industries
• Amendment to the provisions of the Mexican
pension funds (Afores), that allows investment in
securities other than government-issued securities
including CKDs, FIBRAs, and shares of publicly-listed
companies, thereby allowing them to transfer wealth
to the productive sector of the country 80
Even though Mexico has a nascent PE market—in
comparison to other Latin American nations—
the outlook for the country appears positive as
manufacturers are looking to set up facilities with
investment flowing in, due to a rising middle class
and an expanding labor force, despite a shrinking
working-age population, higher wages, and energy
costs. The country still faces some challenges—lack
of an efficient tax code, monopolistic nature of the oil
and telecom industries, slow growth of entrepreneurs,
and unwillingness of businesses to partner with PE
firms—that may hamper the growth of the PE industry.81
Nevertheless, the Mexican PE market will mature over
time if local and global economic conditions continue to
improve.

China First Capital — With slim hope of exiting through a lucrative public listing, Chinese entrepreneurs and their investors are considering sales — 7 May 2013
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Others
Sukuk
Global sukuk issuance reached US$61B in 1H13—US$35B
in 1Q13 and US$27B in 2Q13—despite volatility in global
bond markets. However, issuance in 1H13 was lower than
1H12 due to high issuance in January 2012 and a dull
June 2013. Sovereign issuances continued to dominate the
market, while corporate issuances improved in the power
and utilities, industrial manufacturing, and financial services
sectors. Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE collectively
accounted for 91 percent of the issuance in 2Q13—
Malaysia dominated the market with US$28B worth of
sukuk papers domiciled on its shores in 1H13, as issuers
attempted to tap abundant liquidity in the market.82
1H13 also witnessed the start of a new trend in the market
with countries issuing sukuk in non-local currency—a
UAE-based issuer issued a sukuk in Malaysian ringgit and
an issuer based in Malaysia issued it in Chinese yuan,
contributing to the development of the sukuk market.
Malaysia, in particular, has allowed takafuls (Islamic
insurers) to invest abroad without limit—lifting a current
requirement for them to hold at least 80 percent of assets
locally—to encourage cross-border Islamic business.83
Turkey’s move into Islamic finance also added to the
issuance in 1H13, primarily due to an increased emphasis
on developing political and economic ties with the Gulf, as
the country seeks to play a more active diplomatic role in
the Middle East and diversify its trade. A low savings rate
and favorable pricing also boosted Turkish issuance.84
After growing at a Compounded Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 57 percent over the last decade85, the sukuk
industry is expected to continue its growth trajectory
for the rest of the year, spurred by a sharp rise in
yield and growing interest in the instrument by many
countries across the globe, as reflected in the following
developments:
• UK’s intention of making London the capital of Shariahcompliant finance in the west86
• Passage of the Financial Services Act and Islamic
Financial Services Act in Malaysia87

• Egypt’s debut sukuk issue in early 2014 post the
approval of the “Egyptian sukuk legislation” in May88
• Intention of many African nations, led by Zambia,
Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal, and Mauritania, to enter the
sukuk market89
• Russian Republic of Tatarstan expected to be the first
Russian republic to issue sukuk90
However, challenges seem to persist in the areas of
transparency, standardization, and liquidity in the secondary
market due to the shortage of trading mechanisms and
varied treatment of certain sukuk structures.

Private placement
Despite low interest rates, European small businesses
and startups faced difficulty in raising capital as banks
remained unwilling to lend due to the political uncertainty,
sluggish economic growth, new capital requirements
such as Basel III, and ongoing deleveraging by the banks.
Subsequently, the region witnessed a funding gap, which
forced European companies to look out for alternate means
of financing such as the U.S. private placement market,
which eliminates the need for a formal credit rating and
reporting requirements. This gives the market an advantage
over other capital markets as well. In addition, low
interest rates, search for higher yields, and a strong need
for diversification of portfolio have attracted institutional
investors to the U.S. market. Moreover, Title III of the JOBS
Act—crowdfunding exemption—permits issuers to raise
up to US$1M in any 12-month period by issuing securities
to individual investors.91 This provision is expected to open
up new ﬁnancing opportunities for small businesses in the
form of accessible websites called funding portals.On June
10, 2013, the SEC announced a new federal regulation,
“JOBS Act Private Placement Provisions”, in effect from
September 23, 2013, lifting the ban on general solicitation
and advertising in the Private Placements market, allowing
companies to inform investors about an offering on the
Internet or any other communication that is published or
broadcasted. This is expected to specifically help companies
raising capital through private placement memoranda.92
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Outlook
Global capital markets are expected to improve over the
remainder of the year due to favorable actions and policies
by central banks and governments. While strengthening
macroeconomic indicators drove issuance, political
uncertainty about Fed’s decision to curtail QE, inconclusive
elections in Germany, and introduction of stringent
regulations by the Chinese regulatory authorities will likely
act as a damper on capital market activities.
In the U.S., most capital market instruments are likely to
experience an increase in issuance for the remainder of
the year, spurred by strong investor confidence and an
anticipated abundant liquidity in the market. Issuance
in the U.S. bond market will likely be contingent on the
Fed’s decision to taper the QE, which may prompt issuers
to lock favorable rates before they rise. This expected
rise in interest rates could change issuer preference from
bonds to loans, supported by an anticipated surge in
M&A activity, an expected recovery in the U.S. economy,
and realistic valuations. While CLO issuance will likely
increase further in 2013 mainly because of expected
investors’ search for yield and decline in the liability cost,
implementation of the FDIC rule and shortage of collateral
supply may act as a damper on growth. Although IPO
activity in the U.S. is expected to increase due to an
anticipated strengthening of investor confidence and an
expected recovery in the U.S. economy, a potential delay
in the implementation of “equity-based crowdfunding”
provisions will mitigate some of this growth.
In Europe, issuance across most forms of capital market
instruments is likely to increase in the remainder of 2013
as macroeconomic indicators improve, driven by measures
introduced by the governments. While difficulty in securing
funds by SMEs and need for diversification of portfolios
by insurance companies may drive demand for HY bonds,
the market will likely experience volatility due to political
instability in the region. The loan market is likely to
perform well in light of acquisitions and buyout financing,
growing investor confidence, and revival in the European
CLO market. However, supply restrictions due to the Basel
III guidance is expected to inflate loan prices. IPO activity
in Europe is expected to slow down in light of heightened
market volatility and speculation around implementation
of the FTT.
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Issuance across capital market instruments in emerging
markets may be impacted by the Fed’s decision to taper
QE and a subsequent sharp depreciation in the exchange
rates of emerging markets which is expected to cause
investors to pool out their money. However, investors’
search for yield is expected to drive up demand for HY
bonds. Further, the loan market is likely to perform well
due to a surge in M&A activity and an expected revival in
jumbo loans. IPO activity is expected to increase in light of
opening of the China A-share market and the anticipated
strong performance of REITs in countries such as Japan,
Singapore, and Thailand.
Globally, the PE market is expected to improve for the
remainder of 2013 driven by the anticipated uplift in
equity markets, likely liquidity boost from increased exit
opportunities, and economic optimism in the U.S. PE
fundraising is likely to sustain the 1H13 momentum further
in the year, primarily due to expected renewed LP interest
in the instrument, increasing M&A activity, and recovery
of equity markets. European PE fundraising is expected to
continue to rise due to a likely recovery in the IPO market
and M&A activity, which will likely facilitate exits. However,
new regulations, such as Basel III, AIFMD, and Solvency II
may impact the fundraising in the region. PE firms in Asia
Pacific are likely to face a slowdown until concerns about
regulatory reforms in China diminish and the IPO market
revives.
In the short term, it will be important to observe the
impact of the following on capital markets:
• The Fed’s decision to taper QE
• The Fed’s final rule to implement Basel III
• Implementation of AIFMD in the UK
• Inconclusive elections in Germany
• Snowballing effect of China’s slowdown on the Asia
Pacific region
• Resolution to the U.S. debt ceiling

Considering geo-politics and related impacts, it is crucial to take advantage of continued access to lower funding cost.
Exhibit 17 provides possible options—financial instruments and geographies—for companies to raise capital based on
growth rates and the short-term outlook.
Exhibit 17: Potential instruments and geographies in which to raise capital in the short-term
Growth 2H12 to 1H13
Financial Instrument

United
States

Europe

Forecast 2H13

Emerging
Markets/
Asia Pacific

United
States

Europe

IG bonds
HY bonds
IG loans
Leveraged loans
Equity
Private equity

Legend
Market

Range

High-growth market

30% and higher

Low- to moderate-growth market

5% to 30%

Neutral

-5% to 5%

Declining market

Below -5%

Insignificant market

-

Symbol

Note: Definition of Emerging Markets/Asia Pacific differs across instruments; CLO, Private Placement and Sukuk are not included
Sources: Preqin, Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC, Leverage Commentary & Data, Bloomberg
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Emerging
Markets/Asia
Pacific

Debt & Capital Advisory
practices
Deloitte member firms’ Debt and Capital Advisory practices
provide independent advice to a wide range of public,
private, and institutional borrowers. Our capabilities range
from the provision of strategic advice on alternative capital
structures and available sources of finance, through to
the provision of highly experienced execution resources.
Furthermore, because we are independent of providers of
finance, our objectives are closely aligned with those of
our clients.
Deloitte member firms’ Debt and Capital Advisory network
encompasses over 120 dedicated professionals spanning
32 countries, giving us a global reach.
Scenarios in which member firm professionals in the Debt
& Capital Advisory practices may advise include:

• Restructuring or renegotiating debt: Covenant waiver
and reset negotiations, trading downturns, credit rating
downgrades, facility extensions and amendments, new
money requests and debt buybacks.
• Refinancing: Maturing debt facilities, new debt
markets, syndicated borrowings, asset-based financing,
off-balance- sheet financing and minority equity raises.
• Acquisitions, disposals and mergers: Acquisition
financing, merger financing and mezzanine capital
raises.
• General financial advisory: Board assistance, loan
sales and acquisitions and General Partners/Limited
Partners (GP/LP) assistance

Service offerings
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Private equity

Financial institutions

•
•
•
•
•

• Understanding opportunities coming out of new
regulations/capital requirements:

Midmarket PE House
Buy-side versus Sell-side
Internal versus External marketing
GP/LP fundraising (U.S./Canada)
Current issues facing the market
–– Increasing risk of buy-side mandates
–– Restructuring portfolio company debt

–– Dodd-Frank
–– Basel II & III
• Opportunities around structured credit
• Non-core asset divestment

Corporate debt

Property finance

• Raising and restructuring existing debt
• Increasing access to capital markets (especially in
Europe)
–– Corporate bonds
–– Hybrid bonds
–– Multicurrency bondss

• Commercial real estate
• Structured finance
–– Restructuring and origination
• Hedging strategies
• Secured corporate lending

Key contacts
For further information on capital markets services, please contact the specialists shown below from the respective
Deloitte member firms:
Americas
Alberto Allemand — Argentina
Tel: +54 11 4320 2700
Email: aallemand@deloitte.com

Eduardo Teixeira de Barros — Brazil
Tel: +55 11 5186 1180
Email: edbarros@deloitte.com

Robert Olsen — Canada
Tel: +1 416 601 5900
Email: robolsen@deloitte.ca

Jaime Retamal — Chile
Tel: +56 2729 8784
Email: jaretamal@deloitte.com

Jorge Schaar — Mexico
Tel: +52 55 5080 6392
Email: jschaar@deloittemx.com

Martin Battaglia — United States
Tel: +1 312 486 2572
Email: mbattaglia@deloitte.com

EMEA
Oliver Magnin — France
Tel: +33 1 4088 2885
Email: omagnin@deloitte.fr

Lars Munk — Denmark
Tel: +45 36 10 37 88
Email: lmunk@deloitte.dk

Christian Ukens — Germany
Tel: +49 69 75695 6323
Email: cukens@deloitte.de

Michael Flynn — Ireland
Tel: +353 1 417 2515
Email: micflynn@deloitte.ie

Mario Casartelli — Italy
Tel: +39 0283325017
Email: mcasartelli@deloitte.it

Alexander Olgers — Netherlands
Tel: +31 88288 6315
Email: aolgers@deloitte.nl

Andre Pottas — South Africa
Tel: +41 58279 6449
Email: apottas@deloitte.co.za

Jordi Llido — Spain
Tel: +34 93 280 40 40
Email: jllido@deloitte.es

Juerg Glesti — Switzerland
Tel: +41 44 421 6449
Email: jglesti@deloitte.ch

Mehmet Sami — Turkey
Tel: +90 21 2366 6049
Email: mgsami@deloitte.com

James Douglas — United Kingdom
Tel: +44 207 007 4380
Email: jamesdouglas@deloitte.co.uk

Hamid Khan — Middle East
Tel: +971 4 506 4700
Email: hamidkhan@deloitte.com

Asia Pacific
Ashley Hunter — Australia
Tel: +61 8 8407 7142
Email: ahunter@deloitte.com.au

Derek Lai — China
Tel: +85 22 8520 1647
Email: derlai@deloitte.com.hk

Avinash Gupta — India
Tel: +91 22618 55070
Email: avinashgupta@deloitte.com

Richmond Ang — Singapore
Tel: +65 6216 3303
Email: rang@deloitte.com

Kenneth Kang — Korea
Tel: +82 2 6676 3712
Email: kenkang@deloitte.com
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